
cruise since they are familar with local markets described in the aesthetics chapter; (4) prepare a
and have adequate time to conduct an accurate map which overlays the most recent aerial photo-
assessment, graph; (5) note on the map the most desirable line

Range of sight to each scenic beauty area.
Range

The resource inventory describes the herbaceous When the resource assessments are completed,
plant communities present (species composition, one person, usually the county forester, takes

quantity and distribution of forage and vigor), responsibility for compiling observations from

timber stand characteristics (age, density and dis- members and writing the plan.
tribution), and shrub canopy cover. A map of the Contents of the finished plan
physical features (wildlife/livestock watering sites,
fences, roads, working pens and gates) and a de- The first part of the plan describes the location of
scription of historical and current livestock grazing the property and lists background information such
use (class of grazing animal, numbers, herds, as ownership and management history or any
breeding programs and grazing systems) also helps unique features. The landowner's management
in developing the Forest Stewardship Plan. A local goals and objectives are then briefly described.
soil survey will provide information regarding
existing soil conditions on each site that may The next section presents a general management
influence land-use decisions, strategy for each of the resource areas (wildlife,

timber, soil, water, recreation, aesthetics and
Recreation grazing when desired). Each resource specialist

A forest recreation assessment includes all of the prepares a one-paragraph overview of how the

considerations discussed in this section and landowner's goals are to be accomplished. The

provides a site design which is used as a basis for property is then divided into "stands" of similar

selecting the most desirable location for facilities type vegetation, soil and timber, and are depicted

such as roads, trails, cabins, wildlife observation on what is called a stand map. Specific manage-

stands, fishing sites and group campsites. Without ment strategies and a timetable of activities are

a resource assessment many of the key factors then developed for each stand. Although a Stew-

which are essential to a successful recreation ardship Forest provides for ample quantities of

endeavor may be overlooked. each of the major resources, it is not necessary that
each individual stand or acre provide multi-

Once the resource assessment is completed for resource values.

the resources previously mentioned, a recreation
capability analysis is developed. A procedure The Forest Stewardship Plan serves as the basis

should be devised for applying personnel and for all management decisions on a landowner's

program land management criteria to help select property. It should be updated AT LEAST EVERY

the most feasible package of alternatives. FIVE YEARS to be a truly effective planning tool.

Aesthetics Landowners frequently are not aware of what
e f t l e h m . assistance is available, or where to obtain it.

The forest landscape has many dimensions. Through the Forest Stewardship Program, land-
Landscape values can be addressed through a introduced to a number of public and
systematic planning process. This process can be o e intro ced to a n er of puc nprivate sources of assistance. Various government
expressed as follows: (1) establish the landowner's pagenies offer extensiv e informatio usualy at no
goals and objectives as related to the aesthetical cage to the landowner, while private firms are
appearance of the stewardship area; (2) define the available at a fee for landowners with specific
landowner's general philosophical attitude about needs which are beyond the scope of a public
aesthetics and environmental enhancement as they aenc's function
relate to other uses of the forestland; (3) prepare a
visual resource analysis of the forest property, as
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